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Reply to <History HoD>, "Professor Derek Sayer: Appeal against REF Inclusion" 
 

 
I completely reject <the HoD's> conclusion that: "There are ... no grounds for upholding the 
appeal of Professor Sayer against REF inclusion."  I provide a point-by-point response 
below, supported by a documentary appendix of excerpts from Department Minutes.   
 
For ease of reading, I have numbered my points.  The text of <the HoD'>s dismissal of my 
appeal is in blue italics, my responses in black roman.  

 
 
1. 
 
Transparency 
 
Professor Sayer’s appeal alleges that transparency was not observed because colleagues in 
History were not told the circumstances that would trigger a second reading of their work, or 
a "re-review" by an independent specialist of an item already read and scored by <the 
Critical Friend>; nor the basis on which external assessors were chosen, or who was 
responsible for selecting them; nor the overall aggregate score needed to qualify for 
inclusion in the University's submission to the 2014 REF. 
 
The process to be followed in History was explained to staff in Department Meetings in AY 
2011/12 and recapitulated in September 2012 and subsequent Department Meetings in AY 
2012/13. This process allowed for [a] internal review alongside the evaluations of the 
critical friend, in cases where he had expressed the desirability for this, and [b] external 
review by independent specialists in other circumstances; for example, when a staff 
member’s profile fell on a borderline, or when the critical friend himself recommended 
further specialist reading.  
 
I have been through the Minutes of all History Department Meetings for the academic years 
2011-12 and 2012-13, plus those of 2010-11, as well as the Minutes of the (separate) History 
Staff Meetings in 2011-12 and 2012-13 (one each year).  These were supplied to me by the 
HoD at my request.  The Minutes are very detailed, as is History's normal practice.   
 
I append (Appendix 1) all parts of the Minutes of these meetings relating to REF preparation, 
and have highlighted in yellow those few sections relating, however tangentially, to the 
procedures used in History for selection of staff from inclusion in the 2014 REF submission 
<not included in this blog post>.   
 
The claim that "the process to be followed in History was explained to staff in Department 
Meetings" during 2011-12 and "recapitulated in September 2012 and subsequent Department 
Meetings in academic year 2012-13" is not borne out by the written record.   
 
Specifically:   
 
(a) There was no Department Meeting in September 2012; the first DM of the academic year 
2012-13 took place on 7 November 2012.     
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(b) The Minutes of the Department Meetings that did take place over the period concerned 
support my contention that "colleagues in History were not told the circumstances that would 
trigger a second reading of their work, or a "re-review" by an independent specialist of an 
item already read and scored by <the Critical Friend>; nor the basis on which external 
assessors were chosen, or who was responsible for selecting them" via Department Meetings, 
as the HoD claims.   The Minutes are silent on each and every one of these procedural 
questions. 
 
(c) In any case, communication of these procedures through Department Meetings alone, in 
the absence of further documentation (including in the Minutes), would not have met 
HEFCE's requirement that "Codes of practice should be drawn up and made available in an 
easily accessible format and publicised to all academic staff across the institution, including 
on the staff intranet, and drawn to the attention of those absent from work."  Not all 
colleagues can or do attend Department Meetings; some have timetable or other clashes (for 
instance I taught a three-hour class ending at 2.00 pm on Wednesdays throughout 2012-13), 
while several staff members are always on sabbatical or other leave in any given year.  
 
 
2. 
 
The policy followed that outlined in a communication made by the PVC for Research to FASS 
Research Committee in March 2012, which was reported to History DMG in May 2012, and 
to History staff in a departmental meeting in June 2012.  
  
(a) The Minutes of the History Department Meeting of June 2012 make no reference to the 
communication from PVC (Research) <name removed> of March 2012 mentioned here.   
 
(b) <History Research Director> gave a lengthy report to that meeting.  According to the 
Minutes (para. 1163), the sole issues reported regarding assessment procedures for staff in the 
REF were: (a) "New work submitted for consideration for the REF had been sent to the 
‘critical friend’" and (b) "The task of assigning individuals to the History UoA had been 
addressed.  This was obviously a delicate situation not only to individual colleagues but 
because of its effect on numbers entered for the REF and on the Impact Case Studies which 
we have to submit."  This latter clearly refers to the possibility of History staff being entered 
within other UoA's (as for instance I was in the 2008 RAE) or members of other departments 
being entered in the History UoA for REF purposes, not inclusion or exclusion on grounds of 
research quality.  This does not amount to the detailed and transparent explanation of "the 
process to be followed in History" suggested by the HoD's response. 
 
 
3. 
 
Furthermore, the basis on which external assessors were chosen was communicated to 
History staff in departmental meetings in Michaelmas and Lent Terms in AY 2012/13; 
namely, that decisions were made in consultation between the HoD and Research Director, 
and the Dean and Associate Dean for Research.  
 
(a) This does not answer the question of the basis on which external assessors were chosen, 
only the question of who was responsible for choosing them.  My concern was with the 
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qualifications of such assessors to assess the quality of outputs in terms of REF criteria of 
originality, rigor and significance. 
 
(b) The Minutes of the relevant Meetings are once again completely silent on this latter 
question.  Given the general level of detail and accuracy of these Minutes, this strongly 
suggests that neither the identity of those who chose external assessors nor the criteria used in 
making that choice were communicated to History staff members through department 
meetings in 2012-13. 
 
(c) I would respectfully suggest, however, that the four individuals named here as being 
responsible for choosing specialist assessors—<text redacted, in which I list their respective 
fields of academic expertise>—do not collectively possess the requisite knowledge to choose 
the most appropriate external assessors for all outputs in a department in which the largest 
single group of historians (16) work on modern history, and several work on non-European 
history. 
 
(d)  Against this background, it is striking—and contrary to, for instance, practice used in 
Lancaster University in promotion proceedings—that at least in the three cases of exclusion 
known to me, affected individuals were not consulted about possible appropriate external 
readers for their work.  I have heard informally, though I cannot document, that such 
consultation occurred in some other FASS departments. 
 
 
4. 
 
Finally, the overall aggregate score needed to qualify for inclusion could not be 
communicated to staff because it was not known until the VC met with the REFSG on 24th 
September 2013. 
 
(a) This claim may be true, but it is also disingenuous.  The HoD has already stated in his 
response that one circumstance in which outputs might be sent to an external specialist 
assessor was "if a staff member’s profile fell on a borderline."  I would like to know, 
logically, how it is possible to know if a staff member's profile (i.e. aggregate score) falls on 
a borderline if "the overall aggregate score needed to qualify for inclusion" is not yet known? 
 
Those responsible for taking decisions about the need to send some outputs out for further 
external review in the course of the various "phase" meetings must have operated with some 
practical notion of the likely score needed to qualify in order to identify borderlines.  If so, 
this could have been communicated to staff members at a much earlier date, and to satisfy 
HEFCE requirements of transparency it should have been.   
 
(b) So far as I am aware, the overall aggregate score needed to qualify for inclusion has still 
not been officially communicated to staff members.  Certainly I have not yet been notified of 
it by my HoD or anyone else. 
 
 
5. 
 
Accountability  
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Professor Sayer’s appeal alleges that HEFCE rules on operating criteria and terms of 
reference were not followed because the names of those making decisions or having input 
into decision-making were not readily available to staff. In History, decisions were made on 
the basis of the system established in early 2011 of appointing a critical friend, thereby 
avoiding internal assessment by the <Research Director> and other internal assessors in the 
interest of collegiality.  
 
(a) If the intention of History's process was of "avoiding internal assessment by the 
<Research Director> and other internal assessors in the interest of collegiality," why does 
the HoD's response later on characterize the process as one which "allowed for ... internal 
review alongside the evaluations of the critical friend" (emphasis added)?   
 
(b) Why, in addition, does the paper tabled by <the History Research Director> at the 
Department Meeting of 14 May 2013 (supplied to me by the HoD; relevant sections 
reproduced in Appendix 1 <omitted>) refer to "Reviewing of REF outputs continued by the 
Critical Friend, external specialists, and <the History Research Director>" (emphasis added)?   
 
At the very least, this suggests a lack of clarity as to who was responsible for reading and 
evaluating outputs.  More to the point, if staff members are not told clearly and consistently 
who are responsible for taking decisions over evaluation and selection of staff for the REF, 
how can they be held accountable by staff members or anybody else? 
 
 
6. 
 
The role of the Critical Friend was communicated to colleagues and discussed in 
Departmental meetings in 2011.  
 
(a) Department Meeting Minutes for 2011 do not support the claim that there was any 
detailed communication of the role that the Critical Friend eventually came to play in 
evaluating research outputs.  See Appendix 1 for confirmation <omitted>.   
 
(b) It is inaccurate to claim that "In History, decisions were made on the basis of the system 
established in early 2011 of appointing a critical friend."  In fact, that system, and the role of 
the Critical Friend within it, changed considerably over time, in ways that were certainly not 
made clear and fully communicated to History staff members then or later.    
 
 
7. 
 
In April 2011 the Critical Friend was appointed by the HoD as the External Departmental 
Assessor for the mock REF, a role he still carries (emphasis added). 
 
(a) I was still HoD in April 2011.  While I certainly appointed Professor <________> (with 
the agreement of the Department, see DM Minutes of 8 December 2010) as History's 
"Critical Friend," I could not reasonably be said to have "appointed him" as "the External 
Departmental Assessor for the Mock REF." As a Critical Friend, Professor <________> was 
employed and paid by the Department on contractual terms drawn up by me.  His subsequent 
appointment as External Assessor was by FASS (or possibly the University) and as far as I 
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know was independently remunerated.  My role in his appointment was limited to nominating 
him for a job whose terms of reference I had no role in drafting (and indeed never saw).   
 
(b) This distinction is a crucial one in the context of this appeal. Professor <________> was 
eminently qualified to serve in the role of a Critical Friend advising the Department on all 
aspects of its REF submission, by virtue of his <prior professional experience>.  That role 
included reading and commenting on outputs.  I do not believe, however, that this experience 
remotely qualified him to play the role FASS eventually expected of external assessors, 
which is accurately described later in the HoD's response to my appeal: "namely, that all 
outputs would be read and evaluated by the critical friend, and that in given sets of 
circumstances further readings and evaluations by subject specialists may be commissioned, 
for example, where the critical friend had specifically recommended this on the grounds of 
his own uncertainty about an evaluation, or where an overall profile fell on a borderline."  
Had it been made clear to me at the time that the change in Professor <_______> 's role 
involved giving his assessments so pivotal a place in selection of staff for inclusion in and 
exclusion from the 2014 REF, I would not have supported his appointment. 
 
 
8. 
 
It is further alleged that ‘advisory groupings' [consisting of RDs, HoDs, Deans, and ADRs] 
produced recommendations that informed decisions on ‘individual inclusion or exclusion by 
the central REF Steering Group and the V-C.’ In fact, the ‘phase’ meetings between RDs, 
HoDs, Deans and ADRs held within FASS at regular intervals following the mock REF had a 
reporting capacity.  
 
(a) It is undeniable that these groupings "produced recommendations that informed decisions 
on ‘individual inclusion or exclusion by the central REF Steering Group and the V-C.’"  I 
would request that whichever Faculty Dean hears this appeal please read the Minutes of the 
"phase" meetings, of which I saw many as HoD but are confidential.  Among the decisions 
taken by these groups, for instance, were the "letter gradings" of individuals' likelihood of 
being submitted in the REF, which HoDs were required to communicate to staff early in 
2011.  On any reasonably reading, this amounts to far more than mere "reporting."  
 
(b) In any case, HEFCE Guidelines require that:  
 
"209.  Where a committee or committees have designated REF responsibilities – whether it is 
at departmental, faculty, UOA or central level – these should be detailed in the code of 
practice, including, for each committee:  
• how the committee has been formed  
• its membership  
• the definition of its position within the advisory or decision-making process  ... 
 
210. The following details should be provided about its mode of operation:  
• the criteria that it will use in carrying out its functions ..." 
 
I quoted these paragraphs from HEFCE's REF Guidelines in my original appeal.  They apply 
to both "advisory" and "decision-making" processes.  I do not therefore see how the claim 
that the "phase" meetings were merely "informational," even if true, would exempt the 
University from having to publicize these committees' membership and modus operandi. 
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9. 
 
The process for commissioning reviews was transparent within the internal REF process. 
 
I have established above that the process of commissioning reviews was anything but 
"transparent."  Everything known to me about what was a highly secretive process—my own 
experience in the early stages of the process as HoD and reports from colleagues who have 
been excluded from the REF—suggests that on the contrary, it was inconsistent and ad hoc.   
 
 

10. 

Individuals at departmental level in History had no power to either include or exclude, but 
only to report. The individual scores of outputs were independently obtained through the 
evaluations made by the critical friend and in some cases through further specialist 
evaluations; they were not manipulated by any committee. 
 
(a) I never asserted that "individuals at department level in History had ... power to either 
include or exclude," or denied that "individual scores of outputs were independently obtained 
through the evaluations made by the critical friend and ... further specialist evaluations"; still 
less did I suggest that these scores were "manipulated" by a committee, and the suggestion 
that I did is unworthy.  My case does not rest on these grounds.   
 
(b) Somebody at some point did decide, however—and once again History staff have not 
been told who it was—how "individual scores of outputs" would be treated in the process of 
aggregation of scores.  Among the decisions that would have had to be taken would be how 
to treat a split grade (e.g. 2/3, or 3/4), of which I know the Critical Friend produced many: 
should a 2/3, in particular, be regarded for aggregation purposes as a 2, a 2.5, or a 3?  In 
"borderline" cases these policy decisions could easily make the difference between an 
individual being included or excluded from the REF.  If these decisions were taken at the 
"phase" meetings, the claim that those meetings were "informational" is still less credible.   
 
 
11. 
 
Consistency 
 
Professor Sayer’s appeal alleges that ‘within the History UoA… staff members have not been  
treated equally.  While some, like myself, have been included in the 2014 REF submission on 
the basis of one external reading of all outputs (i.e., <the Critical Friend's>)—even when 
that reading has not been by an expert in the relevant field—others have had some or all 
items of their work additionally read by further external assessors.’ This falls entirely within 
the process established in History for the evaluation of outputs in April 2011 and confirmed 
by FASS: namely, that all outputs would be read and evaluated by the critical friend, and that 
in given sets of circumstances further readings and evaluations by subject specialists may be 
commissioned, for example, where the critical friend had specifically recommended this on 
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the grounds of his own uncertainty about an evaluation, or where an overall profile fell on a 
borderline.  
 
(a) I have never denied that this was the procedure eventually followed in FASS for selecting 
staff for inclusion within and exclusion from the History UoA.  To the contrary: it is exactly 
this process to which I am objecting, on grounds that I clearly articulated in my original 
appeal, viz.: 
 
"Professor <________> is not qualified to evaluate the quality of my contributions to a field 
of historical inquiry so distant from his own, let alone make the necessarily fine distinctions 
that separate a 3* from a 2* output (the latter being defined as "Quality that is recognised 
internationally in terms of originality, significance and rigour," Assessment Framework and 
Guidance, Annex A, p. 43).  He would not be asked to evaluate these items as an expert 
reviewer for a journal or publishing house, or in connection with tenure or promotion 
proceedings, not because he is not an eminent historian, but because his expertise lies in a 
very different area of the discipline.  His appointment as the single external assessor for the 
entire History UoA at Lancaster University is in contradiction with all normal professional 
norms of peer assessment and review.  Since Professor <________> is the only one to have 
read my work for REF purposes, I therefore submit that the procedures used by Lancaster 
University to evaluate that work, on the basis of which I am being submitting in REF 2014, 
are not consistent with HEFCE's stated objective of ensuring that universities include "all 
their eligible staff in submissions who are conducting excellent research." 
 
(b) The HoD's response thus fails to address a central contention in my appeal, namely that 
"the procedures applied within History at Lancaster University are manifestly not capable of 
judging the excellence or otherwise of my four outputs, and that my inclusion in the REF, 
without further specialist review of my work, is therefore contrary both to HEFCE 
Assessment Framework and Guidance and to the LU Code of Conduct as quoted [earlier in 
my appeal]."  
 
(c) I would therefore ask that this conspicuous omission in the HoD's response be explicitly 
addressed by whoever hears this appeal.  
    
 
12. 
 
Since not all initial evaluations by the critical friend necessitated, in his view, further subject 
specialist evaluation, this option was not pursued in all cases. This does not make the process 
itself inconsistent, since all colleagues were subject to the same overall framework governing 
the process of evaluation.    
 
(a) Consistently applying an inconsistent process to a group of individuals does not make that 
process itself any the less inconsistent.  All colleagues in History may have been subjected to 
the same "overall framework governing the process of evaluation," but the very nature of that 
process resulted in their being treated individually in ways that were both inconsistent and 
inequitable.  Some colleagues had their outputs sent out for further review while others did 
not, and those that had work sent for second or third review faced a higher level of jeopardy 
and likelihood of being excluded from the REF than those of us who were "passed" on the 
basis of <the Critical Friend's> initial reading of outputs alone.   
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(b) To underline the importance of item (11) above, which <the HoD's> response did not 
address, these inequities are compounded by the fact that given the composition of the 
Department, most people who are being submitted in the 2014 REF on the basis of <the 
Critical Friend's> reading of their work alone will have been certified as producing work of 
3* quality or above by somebody whose technical expertise in their areas of specialty would 
not normally be regarded in academia as sufficient to qualify him to make such judgments. 
 
 
Derek Sayer 
20 October 2013 


